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They’ve served the rich, the famous, and the infamous, ranging from Madonna and Al Capone to Amelia
Earhart and Bill Clinton. They’ve escorted patrons to their cars during the cocaine wars and sent trays of
food from the kitchen to high profile patrons via Secret Service agents. They work at the second-highest
grossing restaurant in the United States--one of the most coveted jobs in the business. They are the waiters of
Joe’s Stone Crab, a one-of-a-kind South Florida landmark.

Joe’s Stone Crab opened in Miami Beach in 1913 as a modest restaurant situated behind the apartment of
owners Joe and Jennie Weiss. Miami Beach, not yet a city, could be accessed only by ferry. Stone crabs
weren’t even on the menu. A lot has changed in the past century: Joe’s Stone Crab boasts locations in
Chicago and Las Vegas, and people travel across the globe to dine on its signature stone crabs, a delicacy
often mimicked but never matched by countless other restaurants.

Throughout its history, Joe’s has never accepted reservations. The anticipation and camaraderie in waiting
two to three hours for a table has become as much a part of the dining experience as the exquisite food.
Along the way, Joe’s has gained a reputation for excellent service provided by its extremely dedicated,
talented, and loyal wait staff.

A chance to serve at Joe’s is one of the most sought-after jobs in the restaurant business. Staff members are
paid extremely fair wages, compensated with retirement packages, and receive generous time off. It’s not
unusual to encounter a waiter who has been at Joe’s for fifteen or twenty years. Some have stayed on for
upward of thirty, forty, and even fifty. Bonds between coworkers are strong, and some are so proud of their
home-away-from-home that some waiters even request to be buried in the front courtyard at Joe’s for all of
eternity.

By giving voice to these unsung individuals, Deeny Kaplan Lorber reveals the inner workings of Joe’s in this
collection of fascinating, intimate vignettes. Go behind the scenes of a thriving business that treats both staff
and customers like family. For one hundred years, Miami natives and tourists alike have waited and dined
alongside celebrities including Frank Sinatra, Muhammad Ali, Dan Marino, and Jennifer Lopez. There’s no
other place in the world quite like Joe’s Stone Crab; this is the story of the waiters, not the wait.
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From reader reviews:

Rose Cordeiro:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy
individual? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored
faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They need
to answer that question since just their can do which. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each
person. Yes, it is appropriate. Because start from on pre-school until university need this kind of Waiting at
Joe's to read.

Diana Rush:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, short story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not seeking Waiting at Joe's that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world
can be said as the means for people to know world considerably better then how they react in the direction of
the world. It can't be mentioned constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky individual but for all of
you who wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start reading through as your good
habit, it is possible to pick Waiting at Joe's become your personal starter.

Gregory Polster:

Reading a book to be new life style in this yr; every people loves to learn a book. When you learn a book you
can get a great deal of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, simply because
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that you
have read. If you need to get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if you act
like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, as well as soon. The Waiting
at Joe's offer you a new experience in reading a book.

Cheryl Crockett:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Waiting at Joe's was bright colored and of
course has pictures around. As we know that book Waiting at Joe's has many kinds or genre. Start from kids
until young adults. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe you are the character
on there. So , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and chill out.
Try to choose the best book for yourself and try to like reading this.
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